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Abstract
Managed languages such as Java and Scala are prevalently used in development of large-scale distributed systems. Under the managed runtime, when performing data transfer across machines, a task frequently conducted in a Big Data system, the system needs to serialize a sea of objects into a byte sequence before sending them over the network. The remote node receiving the bytes then deserializes them back into objects. This process is both performance-inefficient and labor-intensive: (1) object serialization/deserialization makes heavy use of reflection, an expensive runtime operation and/or (2) serialization/deserialization functions need to be hand-written and are error-prone. This paper presents Skyway, a JVM-based technique that can directly connect managed heaps of different (local or remote) JVM processes. Under Skyway, objects in the source heap can be directly written into a remote heap without changing their formats. Skyway provides performance benefits to any JVM-based system by completely eliminating the need (1) of invoking serialization/deserialization functions, thus saving CPU time, and (2) of requiring developers to hand-write serialization functions.

CSC Concepts • Information systems → Data management systems; • Software and its engineering → Memory management;
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1 Introduction
Modern Big Data systems need to frequently shuffle data in the cluster – a map/reduce framework such as Hadoop shuffles the results of each map worker before performing reduction on them; a dataflow system such as Spark supports many RDD transformations that need to shuffle data across nodes. As most of these systems are written in managed languages such as Java and Scala, data is represented as objects in a managed heap. Transferring an object o across nodes is complicated, involving three procedures shown in Figure 1. (1) A serialization procedure turns the whole object graph reachable from o into a binary sequence. This procedure reformats each object — among other things, it extracts the object data, strips the object header, removes all references stored in an object, and changes the representation of certain meta data. (2) This byte sequence is transferred to a receiver machine. (3) A deserialization procedure reads out the byte sequence, creates objects accordingly, and eventually rebuilds the object graph in the managed heap of the receiver machine.

Problems While many serialization/deserialization (S/D) libraries [5, 19, 30] have been developed, large inefficiencies exist in their implementations. Both our own experience (§2) and evidence from previous work [24] show that S/D accounts for 30% of the execution time in Spark. To explain why S/D is so costly, we discuss the handling of three key pieces of information these procedures have to extract, transfer, and reconstruct for every object reachable from o: (1) object data (i.e., primitive-type fields), (2) object references (i.e., reference-type fields), and (3) object type.

(1) Object-data access: An S/D library needs to invoke reflective functions such as Reflection.getField and Reflection.setField to enumerate and access every field to extract, on the sender side, and then write-back, on the receiver side, each primitive object field individually. In a Big
Data system, each data transfer involves many millions of objects, which would invoke these functions for millions of times or more. Reflection is a very expensive runtime operation. It allows the program to dynamically inspect or invoke classes, methods, fields, or properties without type information available statically at the cost of time-consuming string lookups, and is undesirable in performance-critical tasks.

(2) Type representation: Each type is represented by a special (meta) object in a managed runtime, and is referenced by the headers of the objects of the type. However, type references cannot be used to represent types in a byte sequence, because the meta objects representing the same type may have different addresses in different runtimes. The Java serializer represents every type by a string that contains the name of a class and all its super classes. This design causes meta data (i.e., type strings) to consume a huge portion of the byte sequence transferred across the network. Furthermore, reflection must be used to resolve the type from each string during object re-creation on the receiver node.

(3) Reference adjustment: References contained in reference-type fields of transferred objects need to be adjusted, since those objects will be placed in different addresses on the receiver node. The Java serializer uses reflection to obtain and inline the contents of referenced objects into the binary representation of the referencing object. It constructs all objects reachable from o on the receiver machine using reflection, and then sets reference fields with the addresses of the just created referenced objects through reflection.

Recent Progresses Many third-party libraries have been developed. In particular, Kryo [19] is the library recommended in Spark. Kryo asks developers (1) to manually define S/D functions for types involved in data transfer, which speeds up object-data access, and (2) to manually register these types in a consistent order across all nodes, which makes it possible to use integers to represent types. Other libraries [5, 30] follow similar principles.

However, the fundamental inefficiencies in data transfer still remain in Kryo – the user-defined functions need to be invoked for every transferred object at both the sender side and the receiver side. Due to the extremely large number of invocations of these S/D functions during sending and receiving, serialization and deserialization still takes a large portion of a data processing task’s run time.

Furthermore, tremendous burden is put on developers who use Kryo. It is difficult for developers to understand how many and what types are involved, let alone consistently registering these types and developing correct and efficient S/D functions for each type. For instance, consider a HashMap object. Its serialization involves its key-value array, all the key/value pairs, and every key/value object. Its deserialization needs to recreate key and value objects, pair them, and additionally reshuffle key/value pairs to correctly recreate the key-value array because the hash values of keys may have changed.

Our Solution – Skyway The key problem with existing S/D libraries is that, with an existing JVM, there are no alternative routes to transfer objects other than first disassembling and pushing them down to a (different) binary format, and then reassembling and pulling them back up into a remote heap. In this paper, we advocate to build a “skyway” between managed heaps (shown in Figure 1) so that data objects no longer need to be pushed down to a lower level for transfer.

Skyway enhances the JVM, and enables object graphs to be moved as is from heap to heap and used on a remote node right after the move. Specifically, given a root object o specified by the application (e.g., the RDD object in Spark), the Skyway-enhanced JVM performs a GC-like heap traversal starting from o, copies every reachable object into an output buffer, and conducts lightweight adjustment to machine-dependent meta data stored in an object without changing the object format. This output buffer can then be copied as a whole directly into the remote heap and used almost immediately after the transfer. This provides the following benefits to existing and future Big Data systems: (1) Skyway completely eliminates the cost of accessing fields and types, saving computation costs; and (2) the developer does not need to hand-write any S/D functions.

To achieve these goals, Skyway addresses the aforementioned three issues much more efficiently than all the existing S/D libraries, as discussed below.

First, Skyway, by changing the JVM, transfers every object as a whole, which completely eliminates the need of accessing individual data fields. Furthermore, since the hashcode of an object is cached in the header of the object, transferring the entirety of each object preserves the original hashcode of the object, so that hash-based data structures can be used on the receiver node without rehashing — a process that takes a great amount of time in traditional S/D.

Second, Skyway represents types by employing an automated global type-numbering procedure – the master node
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maintains a registry of all types and their IDs, and each worker node communicates with the master to obtain IDs for its classes upon class loading. This process enables all classes across the cluster to be globally numbered without any developer intervention and thus each ID can be used to uniquely identify the same class on different nodes.

Third, Skyway employs an efficient “relativization” technique to adjust references. As objects are copied into the output buffer, pointers stored in them are relativized in linear time — they are changed from absolute addresses to relative addresses. Upon receiving the buffer, the Skyway client on the receiver node performs another linear scan of the input buffer to absolutize the relative information in the buffer.

Skyway may push more bytes over the network than S/D libraries, because it transfers the entirety of each object yet S/D libraries do not transfer object headers. However, much evidence [?] shows that bottlenecks in real systems are shifting from I/O to computing, and hence, we believe this design strikes the right design tradeoff — the savings on the computation cost significantly outweigh the extra network I/O cost incurred by the extra bytes transferred on a modern network. Our empirical results show that, even on a 1000Mb/s Ethernet (e.g., most data centers use networks with higher bandwidth), transferring 50% of more data (about 100GB in total) in Spark for a real graph dataset increases the execution by only 4% (on network and read I/O) whereas the savings achieved by eliminating the S/D invocations are beyond 20%.

Why Does It Work? It is important to note that Skyway is not a general-purpose serializer. Our insight why Skyway would work well for Big Data processing is two-fold. First, data processing applications frequently shuffle many millions of objects and do so in strongly delimited phases. Hence, sending objects in batch without changing their formats provides significant execution efficiency. Second, the use of modern network technology enables extra bytes to be quickly transferred without incurring much overhead.

We have implemented Skyway in OpenJDK 8. Our evaluation on a Java serializer benchmark set JSBS [? ], Spark [41], and Flink [?] shows that (1) Skyway outperforms all the 90 existing S/D libraries on JSBS, which uses a media-content based dataset – for example, it is 2.2× faster than Kryo and 67.3× faster than the Java serializer; (2) compared with Kryo and the Java serializer, Skyway improves the overall Spark performance by 16% and 36% for four representative analytical tasks over four real-world datasets; (3) for another real-world system Flink, Skyway improves its overall performance by 19% compared against Flink’s highly-optimized built-in serializers.

2 Background and Motivation

This section gives a closer examination of S/D and its cost using Spark as an example.
serialization. This explains why the DateParser class needs to implement the Java Serializable interface.

The second type of S/D is data serialization that occurs between different workers or a worker and the driver. For example, action collect would cause all Date objects on the worker nodes to be transferred back to the driver. When each Date object is serialized, all the (Year4D, Month2D, and Day2D) objects directly or transitively reachable from it are serialized as well. To shuffle data across nodes, Spark serializes data objects on each node (e.g., the result of a map operation) into disk files with a shuffling algorithm (e.g., sort-based or hash-based). These files are then sent to different remote nodes where data objects are deserialized.

**How Does S/D Work?** The Kryo serializer requires the developer to register classes using the following code snippet:

```java
SparkConf conf = new SparkConf();
conf.set("spark.kryo.registrator", "org.apache.spark.examples.MyRegistrator");
...
public class MyRegistrar implements KryoRegistrator {
    public void registerClasses(Kryo kryo) {
        kryo.register(Date.class);
        kryo.register(Years4.class);
        kryo.register(Months2.class);
        kryo.register(Days2.class);
    }
}
```

The order in which these classes are registered defines an integer ID for each class. Using these integer class identifiers, the bytes generated by Kryo do not contain strings, leading to significant space savings during data transfer. Furthermore, Kryo deserializer can now resolve types without using reflection — Kryo automatically generates code like

```java
switch(id) {
    case 0: return new Date();
    case 1: return new Year4D();
    ...
}
```

that uses regular `new` instructions to create objects on the receiving node.

However, in any real-world application, there can be a large number of user classes defined (including many classes from different libraries). Fully understanding what classes are referenced (directly or transitively) is a very labor-intensive process. Moreover, the developer has to manually develop S/D functions for each of these types; without these functions, the standard Java serializer would be used instead.

In both Kryo and the standard Java serializer, the number of times S/D functions are invoked is proportional to the dataset cardinality; every data transfer can easily require several millions of S/D invocations, taking a significant fraction of the execution time.

### 2.2 Motivation

To understand the S/D costs in the real world, we have performed a set of experiments on Spark. We execute Spark on a small cluster of 3 worker nodes, each with 2 Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v3 processors, 32GB memory, 1 SSD, running CentOS 6.8. These three nodes are part of a large cluster connected via InfiniBand. We ran a TriangleCounting algorithm over the LiveJournal graph [6] that counts the number of triangles induced by graph edges. It is widely used in social network analysis for analyzing the graph connectivity properties [35]. We used Oracle JDK 8 (build 25.71) and let each slave run one single executor – the single-thread execution on each slave made it easy for us to measure the breakdown of performance. The size of the input graph was around 1.2GB and we gave each JVM a 20GB heap – a large enough heap to perform in-memory computation – as is the recommended practice in Spark. Tungsten sort was used to shuffle data.

Figure 3. Spark S/D costs: (a) performance breakdown when running TriangleCounting over the LiveJournal graph on three nodes; (b) bytes shuffled over the two serializers: Local Bytes and Remote Bytes show the number of bytes fetched from the local and remote RDD partitions.

Figure 4(a) shows Spark’s performance under the Kryo and Java serializers. Before transferring data over the network, Spark shuffles and sorts records, and saves the sorted records as disk files. The cost is thus broken down into five components: computation time, serialization time (measured as time spent on turning RDD records into byte sequences), write I/O (measured as the time writing bytes onto disk), deserialization time (measured as time spent on reconstructing RDD record objects from bytes), and read I/O (measured as time reading bytes). Since each JVM has a large heap compared to the amount of data processed, the garbage collection cost is less than 2% and thus not shown on the figure. The network cost is negligible and included in the read I/O.

One observation is that the invocation of S/D functions takes a huge portion (more than 30%) of the total execution time under both Kryo and the Java serializer. Under Kryo, the invocations of the serialization and deserialization take 18.2% and 14.1% of the total execution time, respectively; under the Java serializer, these two take 16.3% and 17.8%. The actual write and read I/O time is much shorter in comparison, taking
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Figure 4. Skyway’s system architecture. Purple and orange rectangles represent input (in-heap) buffers and output (native) buffers, respectively; objects flow along red arrows.

1.4% and 1.1% under Kryo, and 2.3% and 9.9% under the Java serializer. The read I/O is significantly increased under the Java serializer primarily because the Java serializer needs to read many type strings. For example, serializing an object containing a 1-byte data field can generate a 50-byte sequence [1] – in addition to its own field and the fields in its superclasses, the serializer needs to (1) write out the class name and (2) recursively write out the description of the superclasses of the object’s class until it reaches java.lang.object (i.e., the root of all classes). This is validated by the “Remote Bytes” results in Figure 4(b).

Another observation is that the S/D process is a bottleneck that cannot be easily removed by upgrading hardware. Unlike other bottlenecks such as GC (that can be eliminated almost entirely by using a large heap) or I/O (that can be significantly reduced by using fast SSDs and InfiniBand networks), S/D is a memory- and compute-intensive process that turns heap objects into bytes and vice versa. The inefficiencies inherent in the process strongly call for system-level optimizations.

3 Design Overview

This section provides an overview of Skyway, explaining how Skyway is designed towards three goals — correctness, efficiency, and ease of integration.

Figure 5 shows the system architecture of Skyway, including three major parts. First, to achieve correct data transfer, Skyway modifies the JVM to conduct object traversal, object cloning, and adjustment within each cloned object. Second, to achieve efficient data transfer, Skyway carefully maintains input and output buffers, and streams buffer content across machines. Third, to make Skyway easy to use, Skyway library provides a set of easy-to-use and backward-compatible APIs for application developers.

3.1 Correctness

Skyway adjusts machine-specific parts of each transferred object to guarantee execution correctness. First, Skyway fills the type field of an object header with an automatically maintained global type-ID during sending, and later replaces it with the correct type representation on the receiving node. The details are presented in §4.1. Second, Skyway replaces the references stored in all non-primitive fields of an object with relativized references during sending, and turns them back to the correct absolute references during receiving. The details are presented in §4.2. Finally, certain meta data such as GC bits and lock bits need to be reset when objects are moved to another machine. Skyway resets these flags at sending, and does not need to access them at receiving.

Skyway also provides support for heterogeneous clusters where JVMs on different machines may support different object formats. If the sender and receiver nodes have different JVM specifications, Skyway adjusts the format of each object (e.g., header size, pointer size, or header format) when copying it into the output buffer. This incurs an extra cost only on the sender node while the receiver node pays no extra cost for using the transferred objects. For homogeneous clusters, such platform-adjustment cost is not incurred on any nodes. The only assumption Skyway uses is that the sender and the receiver use the same version of each transfer-related class — if two versions of the same class have different fields, object reading would fail. However, this assumption is not unique for Skyway; it needs to hold for all other serializers as well.

3.2 Efficiency

Skyway uses a GC-like traversal to discover the object graph reachable from a set of root objects. To improve efficiency, Skyway uses buffering — Skyway copies every object encountered during the traversal into a buffer on the sending node (i.e., output buffer) and streams the buffer content to the corresponding buffer(s) on the receiving node (i.e., input buffer). Both output and input buffers are carefully designed for efficiency concerns. Multi-threaded data transfer is also supported (cf. §4).

Skyway output buffers are segregated by receivers — objects with the same destination are put into the same output buffer. Only one such output buffer exists for each destination. The output buffer can be safely cleared after its objects are sent. Skyway input buffers are segregated by senders, so that data objects coming from different senders can be written simultaneously without synchronization. Note that the heap of a receiver node may actually contain multiple input buffers for each sender, each holding objects sent in a different round of shuffling from the sender. Skyway does not reuse an old input buffer unless the developer explicitly frees the buffer using an API – frameworks such as Spark cache all RDDs in memory and thus Skyway keeps all input buffers.

Output buffers are located in off-the-heap native memory — they will not interfere with the GC, which could reclaim data objects before they are sent if these buffers were in the managed heap. Input buffers are allocated from the managed heap so that data coming from a remote node is directly written into the heap and can be used right away. Furthermore, while each input buffer is shown as consuming contiguous
heap space in Figure 5, we allow it to span multiple small memory chunks for two reasons. First, due to streaming, the receiver may not have the knowledge of the number of sent bytes, and hence, determining the input-buffer size is difficult. Second, allocating large contiguous space can quickly lead to memory fragmentation, which can be effectively mitigated by using smaller memory chunks. Details can be found in §4.3.

Streaming is an important feature Skyway provides for these buffers: for an output buffer, it is both time-inefficient and space-consuming if we do not send data until all objects are in; for an input buffer, streaming would allow the computation to be performed in parallel with data transfer. Supporting streaming creates many challenges, e.g., how to adapt pointers without multiple scans and how to manage memory on the receiver node. Details can be found in §4.2.

3.3 Ease of Integration

Skyway aims to provide a simple interface for application developers. Skyway should support not only the development of brand new systems but also easy S/D library integration for existing systems such as Spark. To this end, Skyway provides a set of high-level Java APIs that are directly compatible with the standard Java serializer.

Skyway provides SkywayObjectOutputStream and SkywayObjectInputStream classes that are subclasses of the standard ObjectOutputStream and ObjectInputStream. These two classes create an interface for Skyway’s (native) implementation of the readObject and writeObject methods. A SkywayObjectOutputStream/SkywayObjectInputStream object is associated with an output/input buffer. We have also created our SkywayFileOutputStream/SkywayFileInputStream and SkywaySocketOutputStream/SkywaySocketInputStream classes – one can easily program with Skyway in the same way as programming with the Java serializer.

Switching a program from using its original library to using Skyway requires light code modifications. For example, we do not need to change object-writing/reading calls such as stream.writeObject(o) at all. The only modification is to (1) instantiate stream to be a SkywayFileObjectOutputStream object instead of any other type of ObjectOutputSteam objects and (2) identify a shuffling phase with an API function shuffleStart. Since all of our output buffers need to be cleared before the next shuffling phase starts (§4), Skyway needs a mark from the developer to know when to clear the buffers. Identifying shuffling phases is often simple – in many systems, a shuffling phase is implemented by a shuffle function and the developer can simply place a call to shuffleStart in the beginning of the function. Also note that, user programs written to run on Big Data systems, such as the one in Figure 3, mostly do not directly use S/D libraries and hence can benefit from Skyway without changes.

Finally, Skyway provides an interface that allows developers to easily update some object fields after the transfer, such as re-initializing some fields for semantic reasons. For example, the code snippet below updates field timestamp in the class Record with the value returned by the user-defined function updateTimeStamp when a Record object is transferred. Of course, we expect this interface to be used rarely — the need to update object data content after a transfer never occurs in our experiments.

```java
/* Register the update function*/
registerUpdate(Record.class, Record.class.getField("timeStamp"), SkywayFieldUpdateFunctions.
  getFunction(SkywayUpdate.class, "updateTimeStamp", "()()[B");
...
class SkywayUpdate{
  /*The actual update function*/
  public byte[] updateTimeStamp(){
    return new byte[]{0};
  }
}
```

4 Implementation

We implemented Skyway in Oracle’s production JVM OpenJDK 1.8.0 (build 25.71). In addition to implementing our object transfer technique, we have modified the classloader subsystem, the object/heap layout, and the Parallel Scavenge garbage collector, which is the default GC in OpenJDK 8. We have also provided a Skyway library for developers.

4.1 Global Class Numbering

Skyway develops a distributed type-registration system that automatically allows different representations of the same class on different JVM instances to share the same integer ID. This system completely eliminates the need of using strings to represent types during data transfer (as in the standard Java serializer) or the involvement of human developers to understand and register classes (as in Kryo).

Skyway type registration runs inside every JVM and maintains a type registry, which maps every type string to its unique integer ID. The driver JVM assigns IDs to all classes; it maintains a complete type registry covering all the classes that have been loaded in the cluster and made known to the driver since the computation starts. Every worker JVM has a registry view, which is a subset of the type registry on the driver; it checks with the driver to obtain the ID for every class that it loads and does not yet exist in the local registry view. An example of these registries is shown in Figure 6.

Algorithm 1 describes the algorithms running on the driver and worker JVMs. The selection of the driver is done by the user through an API call inserted in the client code. For example, for Spark, one can naturally specify the JVM running the Spark driver as the Skyway driver, and all the Spark worker nodes run Skyway workers. Fault tolerance is provided by the application – e.g., upon a crash, Spark restarts the system on the Skyway-equipped JVMs; Skyway’s driver JVM will be launched on the node that hosts Spark’s driver.
At the beginning, the driver populates the registry by scanning its own loaded classes after the JVM finishes its startup logic (Lines 4 – 8). Next, the driver switches to background by running a daemon thread that listens on a port to process lookup requests from the workers (Lines 10 – 19).

Skyway uses a pull-based communication between the driver and workers. Upon launching a worker JVM, it first requests (Line 22) and obtains (Line 12) the current complete type registry from the driver through a “REQUEST_VIEW” message. This provides each worker JVM with a view of all classes loaded so far in the cluster at its startup. The rationale behind this design is that most classes that will be needed by this worker JVM are likely already registered by the driver or other workers. Hence, getting their IDs in a batch is much more efficient than making individual remote-fetch requests.

We modify the class loader on each worker JVM so that during the loading of a class, the loader obtains the ID for the class. The loader first consults the registry view in its own JVM. If it cannot find the class, it goes on to communicate with the driver (Lines 29 – 34) by a “LOOKUP” message with the class name string. The driver returns the ID if the string exists in its own registry or creates a new ID and registers it with the class name (Line 18). Once the worker receives this ID, it updates its registry view (Line 34). Finally, the worker JVM writes this ID into the meta object of the class (Line 35). In the JVM terminology, a meta object is called a “klass” (as shown in Figure 6). We add an extra field in each klass to accommodate its ID.

During deserialization, if we encounter an unloaded class on the worker JVM, Skyway instructs the class loader to load the missing class since the type registry knows the full class name. While other options (e.g., low-collision hash functions such as the MD and SHA families) can achieve the same goal of assigning each class a unique ID, Skyway cannot use them as they cannot be used to recover class names.

Comparing with the standard Java serializer that sends a type string over the network together with every object, Skyway sends a type string at most once for every class on each machine during the whole computation. Naturally, the number of strings communicated under Skyway is several orders-of-magnitude smaller. Comparing with Kryo, Skyway automatically registers all classes, and eliminates the need for developers to understand what classes will be involved in data transfer, leading to significantly reduced human effort.

4.2 Sending Object Graph

**Overview** When writeObject(root) is invoked on a SkywayObjectOutputStream object, Skyway starts to traverse and send the object graph reachable from root. Algorithm 2 describes the single-threaded logic of copying the object graph reachable from a user-specified root, and we discuss the multi-threaded extension later in this section.

At a high level, Skyway mimics a BFS-based GC traversal. It maintains a queue gray holding records of every object that has been visited but not yet processed, as well as the location addr at which this object will be placed in the output buffer ob. Every iteration of the main loop (Line 8) processes the top record in gray and conducts three tasks.

First, based on the object-address pair (s, addr) retrieved from gray, an object s is cloned into buffer ob at a location...
Algorithm 2: Copying the object graph reachable from object root and relativizing pointers for a single thread.

```
Input: Shuffling phase ID sID, a top object root, output buffer ob
1. ob.allocaableAddr ← 0
2. Word w ← Read(root, OFFSET_BADDR)
3. pID ← HIGHEST_BYTE(w)
4. /*root has not been visited in the current phase*/
5. if pID < sID then
6. /*gray is a list of pairs of objects and their buffer addresses*/
7. gray ← |(root, ob.allocateAddr)|
8. while gray ≠ ∅ do
9. Object-Address pair (s, addr) ← REMOVE_TOP(gray)
10. CloneInBuffer(s, ob, addr ← ob.flushedBytes)
11. /*Update the clone of s in the buffer*/
12. WRITE(addr, OFFSET_BADDR, 0)
13. RESET MarkBits(addr)
14. WRITE(addr, OFFSET_KLASS, s.klass, s.ID)
15. foreach Reference-typed field f of s do
16. Object o ← s.f
17. if o ≠ null then
18. Word v ← Read(o, OFFSET_BADDR)
19. phaseID ← HIGHESTBYTE(v)
20. if phaseID < sID then
21. /*o has not been copied yet*/
22. newAddr ← ob.allocateAddr
23. WRITE(o, OFFSET_BADDR, COMPOSE(sID, newAddr))
24. PushToQueue(gray, (o, newAddr))
25. ob.allocateAddr += GET_SIZE(o)
26. else
27. newAddr ← LOWESTBYTE(v)
28. WRITE(addr, OFFSET(f), newAddr)
29. oldAddr ← LOWESTBYTE(w)
30. WRITE_BACKWARD_REFERENCE(oldAddr)
31. SetTopMark()
```

calculated from addr (Line 10). CloneInBuffer would also adjust the format of the clone if Skyway detects that the receiver JVM has a different specification from the sender JVM, following a user-provided configuration file that specifies the object formats in different JVMs. Second, the header of the clone is updated (Lines 12 – 22). Third, for every reference-typed field f of s, Skyway pushes the referenced object o into the working queue gray if o has not been visited yet and then updates f with a relativized address (i.e., o’s position in output buffer), which will enable a fast reference adjustment on the receiver machine (Lines 15 – 27).

As objects are copied into the buffer, which is in native memory, the buffer may be flushed (i.e., the streaming process). A flushing is triggered by an allocation at Line 10 — the allocation first checks whether the buffer still has space for the object s; if not, the buffer ob is flushed and the value of ob.flushedBytes is increased by the size of the buffer.

Reference Relativization Imagine that a reference field f of an object s points to an object o. Skyway needs to adjust f in the output buffer, as o may be put at a different address on the receiver node. Skyway replaces the cloned field f with the relative address in ob where o will be cloned to. This will allow the receiver node to easily calculate the correct absolute value for every reference in an input buffer, once the input buffer’s starting address is determined.

We first describe the overall relativization algorithm, and then discuss how Skyway addresses the three challenges caused by streaming and multi-phase data shuffling.

As shown on Lines 15 – 27 of Algorithm 2, for each reference-type field s.f, Skyway follows the reference to find the object (o). Skyway determines whether o has been visited in the current data-shuffling phase; details are discussed shortly. If not (Line 20), we know o will be cloned to the end of the output buffer at location ob.allocateAddr. We use this location to fill the baddr field of o (Line 22), and bump up ob.allocateAddr by the size of o to keep tracking the starting address of the next cloned object in ob. If s has been visited (Line 26), we retrieve its location in the output buffer from the lowest seven bytes of the baddr field in its object header, which we will explain more later. We then update the clone of f with this buffer location newAddr at which the clone of o will be or has already been placed (Line 27).

The first challenge is related to streaming. When Skyway tries to update f with the output-buffer location of o’s clone (f points to o), this clone may have been streamed out and no longer exists in the physical output buffer. Therefore, Skyway has to carefully store such buffer-location information, making it available throughout a data-shuffling phase. Skyway saves the buffer location in the header of the original object, not the clone, using an extra field baddr. The modified object layout is shown in Figure 7(a). When o is reached again via a reference from another object o’, the baddr in o will be used to update the reference in the clone of o’.

The second challenge is also related to streaming. The buffer location stored in baddr of an object s and in its record in gray-queue both represent the accumulative bytes that have been committed to other objects in output buffer before s. However, when Skyway clones o into the buffer, it needs to account for the streaming effect that the physical buffer may have been flushed multiple times. Therefore, Skyway subtracts the number of bytes previously flushed ob.flushedBytes from.addr when computing the actual address in the buffer to which s should be copied (Line 10).

The third challenge is due to multi-phase data shuffling. Since one object may be involved in multiple phases of shuffling, we need to separate the use of its baddr field for different shuffling phases. Skyway employs an sID to uniquely identify a shuffling phase. Whenever Skyway updates the baddr field, the current sID is written to as a prefix to the highest byte of baddr. Thus, Skyway can easily check whether the content in a baddr field is computed during the same phase of data shuffling (i.e., valid) or an earlier phase (i.e., invalid). Examples are on Lines 2 – 5 and Lines 19 – 20 of Algorithm 2. In the former case, if root has already been copied in the same shuffling phase (due to a copy procedure initiated by
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Figure 6. Skyway object layout in the heap (a) and an output buffer (b). This is an Integer array of three elements on a 64-bit HotSpot JVM. mark contains object locks, hash code of the object, and GC bits. klass points to the meta object representing the object’s class. What follows is the data payload – three references to Integer objects. baddr and tID are both added by Skyway.

another root object), Skyway simply creates a backward reference pointing to its location in the buffer (Line 30). Skyway provides an API function shuffleStart that can be used by developers to mark a shuffling phase. sID is incremented when shuffleStart is invoked.

Header Update Lines 12–14 update the header of the cloned object in buffer. Following Figure 7, Skyway first clears the baddr field of the cloned object; this field will be used later to restore the object on the receiver side. Second, Skyway processes the mark word in the header, resetting the GC and lock bits while preserving the object hashcode. Since hashcodes are used to determine the layout of a hash-based data structure (e.g., HashMap or HashSet), reusing them on the receiver side enables the immediate reuse of the data structure layout without rehashing. Third, Skyway replaces the klass pointer with the type ID stored in the klass meta object (Line 14).

Root Object Recognition After copying all objects reachable from root into the buffer, we set a top mark, which is a special byte indicating the starting point of the next top-level object. The reason for setting this mark is the following. For the original implementation of writeObject, an invocation of the function on a top object would in turn invoke the function itself recursively on the fields of the object to serialize the referenced objects. The deserialization process is exactly a reverse process – each invocation of readObject in the deserialization processes the bytes written in by its corresponding invocation of writeObject in serialization. However, Skyway’s implementation of writeObject works in a different way – one invocation of the function on a top object triggers a system-level graph traversal that finds and copies all of its reachable objects. Similarly, Skyway’s readObject also reads one object from the byte sequence instead of recursively reading out all reachable objects.

Although on the receiver side we can still compute all reachable objects for a root, this computation also needs a graph traversal and is time-consuming. As an optimization, we let the sender explicitly mark the root objects so that the receiver-side computation can be avoided. This is achieved by top marks. With these top marks, Skyway can easily skip the lower-level objects in the middle and find the next top object. Note that this treatment does not affect the semantics of the program – all the data structures reachable from top objects are recovered by the system, not by the application APIs.

Support for Threads Algorithm 2 does not work in cases that multiple threads on one node try to transfer the same object concurrently (i.e., shared objects). Since each data-transfer thread has its own output buffer and the baddr field of a shared object can only store the relative buffer address for one thread t at a time, when other threads visit the object later, they would mistakenly use this address that is specific to t. To solve the problem, we let the lower seven bytes of baddr store both stream/thread ID (with the two highest bytes) and relative address (with the five lowest bytes).

When an object is first visited by t, t’s thread ID is written into baddr together with the address specific to t’s buffer. When the object is visited again, Skyway first checks whether the ID of the visiting thread matches the thread ID stored in its baddr. If it does, baddr of the object is used; otherwise, Skyway switches to a hash table-based approach – each thread maintains a thread-local hash table; the object and its buffer address for the thread are added into the hash table as a key and a value. Compare-and-swap (CAS) is used to provide thread safety when updating each baddr.

This approach prevents a thread from mistakenly using the object’s buffer address for another thread. An object will have distinct copies in multiple output buffers when visited by different threads; these copies will become separate objects after delivered to a remote node. This semantics is consistent with that of the existing serializers.

4.3 Receiving Object Graph

With the careful design on sending, the receiving logic is much simpler. To receive objects from a sender, the receiver JVM first prepares an input buffer, whose size is user-tunable, for the sender in its managed heap to store the transferred objects. A subtle issue here is that a sender node may use multiple streams (in multiple threads) to send data to the same receiver node simultaneously. To avoid race conditions, the receiver node creates an input buffer for each stream of each sender so that different streams/threads can transfer data without synchronizations. We create oversized buffers to fit large objects whose size exceeds the size of a regular buffer.

After the input buffer is filled, Skyway performs a linear scan of the buffer to absolutize types and pointers. For the klass field of each object, Skyway queries the local registry view to get the correct klass pointer based on the type ID.
and writes the pointer into the field. For a relative address \( a \) stored in a reference field, Skyway replaces it with \( a + s \) where \( s \) is the starting address of this input buffer.

There is one challenge related to streaming. Since Skyway may not know the total size of the incoming data while allocating the buffer, one buffer of a fixed length may not be large enough. Skyway solves this by supporting linked chunks – a new chunk can be created and linked to the old chunk when the old one runs out of space. Skyway does not allow an object to span multiple chunks for efficiency. Furthermore, when a buffer contains multiple chunks, the address translation discussed above needs to be changed. We first need to calculate which chunk \( i \) a relative address \( a \) would fall in. Then, because previous chunks might not be fully filled, we need to calculate the offset of \( a \) in the \( i \)-th chunk. Suppose \( s_i \) is the starting address of chunk \( i \) and hence, \( s_i + \text{offset} \) is the final absolute address for \( a \). This address will be used to replace \( a \) in each pointer field.

As each input buffer corresponds to a distinct sender, we can safely start the computation to process objects in each buffer for which streaming is finished. This would not create safety issues because objects that come from different nodes cannot reference each other. However, we do need to block the computation on buffers into which data is being streamed until the absolutization pass is done.

**Interaction with GC** After receiving the objects, it is important for the Skyway client on the receiver JVM to make these objects reachable in the garbage collection. Skyway allocates all input buffers in the old generation (tenured) of the managed heap. In Skyway, we use the Parallel Scavenge GC (i.e., the default GC in OpenJDK 8), which employs a card table that groups objects into fixed-sized buckets and tracks which buckets contain objects with young pointers. Therefore, we add support in Skyway that updates the card table appropriately to represent new pointers generated from each data transfer.

5 Evaluation

To thoroughly evaluate Skyway, we have conducted three sets of experiments, one on a widely-used suite of benchmarks and the other two on widely-deployed systems Spark and Flink. The first set of experiments focuses on comparing Skyway with all existing S/D libraries – since most of these libraries cannot be directly plugged into a real system, we used the Java serializer benchmark set (JSBS) [?], which was designed specifically to evaluate Java/Scala serializers, to understand where Skyway stands among existing S/D libraries. JSBS was initially designed to assess single-machine S/D. We modified this program to make it work in a distributed setting; details are discussed shortly.

In the second and third set of experiments, we modified the Spark and Flink code to replace the use of Kryo and the Java serializer (in Spark) and built-in serializers (in Flink) with Skyway in order to assess the benefit of Skyway to real-world distributed systems. All of our experiments were run on a cluster with 11 nodes, each with 2 Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v3 processors, 32GB memory, 1 100GB SSD, running CentOS 6.8 and connected by a 1000Mb/s Ethernet. Each node ran 8 job instances. The JVM on each node was configured to have a 30GB heap.

5.1 Java Serializer Benchmark Set

The JSBS contains several workloads under which each serializer and deserializer is repeatedly executed. Each workload contains several media content objects which consist of primitive int and long fields as well as reference-type fields. The driver program creates millions of such objects, each of which is around 1KB in JSON format. These objects are serialized into in-memory byte arrays, which are then deserialized back to heap objects. To understand the cost of transferring the byte sequences generated by different serializers, we modified the benchmark, turning it into a distributed program – each node serializes these objects, broadcasts the generated bytes to all the other nodes, and deserializes the received bytes back into objects. To execute this program, we involved five nodes and executed this process 1000 times repeatedly. The average S/D time for each object and the network cost are reported.

We have compared Skyway exhaustively with 90 existing S/D libraries. Due to space constraints, we excluded from the paper 63 slower libraries whose total S/D time exceeds 10

![Figure 7. Serialization, deserialization, and network performance of different S/D libraries. Although we have compared Skyway with 90 existing libraries, we include in this table Skyway and 27 fastest-performing libraries. The last bar is simply a placeholder of the 63 libraries that perform slowly.](image-url)
seconds. The performance of the fastest 28 libraries is shown in Figure 8. Skyway, without needing any user-defined S/D functions, is the fastest of all of them. For example, it is 2.2x faster than Kryo-manual, which requires manual development of S/D functions. It is more than 67x faster than the Java serializer, which is not shown in the figure.

Colfer [? ] is the only serializer whose performance is close to (but still 1.5x slower than) that of Skyway. It employs a compiler colf(1) to generate serialization source code from schema definitions to marshal and unmarshal data structures. Hence, the use of colf(1) requires user-defined schema of data formats, which, again, creates a practicality obstacle if data structures are complicated and understanding their layouts is a daunting task.

Skyway’s faster S/D speed is achieved at the cost of greater numbers of bytes serialized. For example, Skyway generates, on average, 50% more bytes than the existing serializers. The details of the numbers of bytes are omitted from the paper due to space constraints. Note that the increased data amount does not cause the network cost to change much, whereas the computation cost in S/D is significantly reduced.

### 5.2 Improving Spark with Skyway

**Experience** We have modified Spark version 2.1.0 (released December 2016) to replace the use of Kryo-manual with the Skyway library. Spark was executed under Hadoop version 2.6.5 and Scala version 2.11. Our experience shows that the library replacement was rather straightforward – to use Skyway, we created a Skyway serializer that wraps the existing Input/OutputStream with our SkywayInput/OutputStream objects. We modified the Spark configuration (spark.serializer) to invoke the Skyway serializer instead of Kryo. Since data serialization in Spark shuffles orders of magnitude more data than closure serialization, we only used Skyway for data serialization. The Java serializer was still used for closure serialization. The entire SkywaySerializer class contains less than 100 lines of code, most of which was adapted directly from the existing JavaSerializer class. The number of lines of new code we wrote ourselves was only 10: 2 lines to wrap the I/O stream parameters, 3 lines to modify calls to readObject, and 5 lines to specify tuning parameters (e.g., buffer size).

**Programs and Datasets** We ran Spark with four representative programs: WordCount (WC), PageRank (PR), ConnectedComponents (CC), and TriangleCounting (TC). WordCount is a simple MapReduce application that needs only one round of data shuffling. The other three programs are iterative graph applications that need to shuffle data in each iteration. We used four real-world graphs as input – LiveJournal (LJ) [6], Orkut (OR) [? ], UK-2005 (UK) [? ], and Twitter-2010 (TW) [? ]; Table ?? lists their details.

For PageRank over Twitter-2010, Spark could not reach convergence in a reasonable amount of time (i.e., 10 hours) for all configurations. We had to terminate Spark at the end of the 10th iteration and thus the performance we report is w.r.t. the first 10 iterations. All the other iterative applications ran to complete convergence. We have experimented with three serializers: the Java serializer, Kryo, and Skyway.

**Spark Performance** Figure ??(a) reports the running time comparisons among three serializers over the four input graphs. Since different programs have very different performance numbers, we plot them separately on different scales. For each dataset, WordCount and ConnectedComponents finished much more quickly than PageRank and TriangleCounting. This is primarily due to the nature of the application – WordCount has one single iteration and one single round of shuffling; it is much easier for ConnectedComponents (i.e., a label propagation application, which finishes in 3-5 iterations) to reach convergence than the other two applications that often need many more iterations.

It is the same reason that explains why Skyway performs better for PageRank and TriangleCounting – since they perform many rounds of data shuffling, a large portion of their execution time is taken by S/D and thus the savings in data transfer achieved by Skyway are much more significant for these two applications than the other two.

A detailed summary of each run-time component is provided in Table 1. Network time is included in Read. On average, Skyway makes Spark run 36% and 16% faster than the Java serializer and Kryo. Compared to the Java serializer, Kryo achieves most of its savings from avoiding reading/writing type strings since Kryo relies on developers to register classes. As a result, the I/O in network and local reads has been significantly reduced. Skyway, on the contrary, benefits most from the reduced deserialization cost. Since the transferred objects can be immediately used, the process of recreating millions of objects and calling their constructors is

---

### Table 1. Graph inputs for Spark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graphs</th>
<th>#Edges</th>
<th>#Vertices</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LiveJournal</td>
<td>69M</td>
<td>4.8M</td>
<td>Social network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orkut</td>
<td>117M</td>
<td>3M</td>
<td>Social network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK-2005</td>
<td>936M</td>
<td>39.5M</td>
<td>Web graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter-2010</td>
<td>1.5B</td>
<td>41.6M</td>
<td>Social network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Performance summary of Skyway and Kryo on Spark:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sys</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Ser</th>
<th>Write</th>
<th>Des</th>
<th>Read</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kryo</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(1.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyway</td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
<td>(0.62)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.91)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Performance summary of Skyway and Kryo on Spark: normalized to baseline (Java serializer) in terms of **Overall** running time, **Serialization time**, **Write** I/O time, and **Deserialization time**, **Read** I/O time (including the network cost), and the **Size** of byte sequence generated. A lower value indicates better performance. Each cell shows a percentage range and its geometric mean.
completely eliminated. Furthermore, it is worth noting, again, that Kryo achieves its benefit via heavyweight manual development – there is a package of more than 20 classes (several thousands of lines of code) in Spark developed to use Kryo, while Skyway completely eliminates this manual burden and simultaneously achieves even higher performance gains.

The number of bytes transferred under Skyway is about the same as the Java serializer, but 77% more than Kryo due to the transferring of the entirety of each object. The increased data size is also reflected in the increased write I/O. Skyway’s read I/O time is shorter than that of the Java serializer. This is primarily due to the elimination of object creation – we only need one single scan of each buffer instead of reading in individual bytes to create objects as done in Kryo. Skyway’s read I/O is longer than that of Kryo because Kryo transfers much less bytes.

To understand what constitutes the extra bytes produced by Skyway, we analyzed these bytes for our Spark applications. Our results show that, on average, object headers take 51%, object paddings take 34%, and the remaining 15% are taken by pointers. Since headers and paddings dominate these extra bytes, future work could focus on compressing headers and paddings during sending.

**Memory Overhead** To understand the overhead of the extra word field `baddr` in each object header, we ran the Spark programs with the unmodified HotSpot and compared peak heap consumption with that of Skyway (by periodically running `pmap`). We found that the difference (i.e., the overhead) is relatively small. Across our four programs, this overhead varies from 2.1% to 21.8%, with an average of 15.4%.

### 5.3 Improving Flink with Skyway

We evaluated Skyway with the latest version of Flink (1.3.2, released August 2017) executing under Hadoop version 2.6.5. Flink has both streaming and batch processing models. Here we focus on the batch-processing model, and particularly, query answering applications.

Flink reads input data into a set of tuples (e.g., rows in a relational database); the type of each field in a tuple must be known at compile time. Flink can thus select a built-in serializer for each field to use when creating tuples from the input. Flink falls back to the Kryo serializer when encountering a type with neither a Flink-customized nor a user-defined serializer available. Since the read/write interface is clearly defined, we could easily integrate Skyway into Flink.

We used the TPC-H data generator to generate a 100GB dataset as our input. Next, we transformed 5 representative SQL queries generated by TPC-H into Flink applications. The description of these queries can be found in Table ??.

The selected queries were due to the diverse operations they perform and database tables they access.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>QA</th>
<th>QB</th>
<th>QC</th>
<th>QD</th>
<th>QE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Report pricing details for all items shipped within the last 120 days.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List the minimum cost supplier for each region for each item in the database.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieve the shipping priority and potential revenue of all pending orders.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count the number of late orders in each quarter of a given year.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report all items returned by customers sorted by the lost revenue.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Descriptions of the queries used in Flink.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Ser</th>
<th>Write</th>
<th>Des</th>
<th>Read</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.71 – 0.88</td>
<td>0.56 – 1.06</td>
<td>0.51 – 1.76</td>
<td>0.58 – 0.82</td>
<td>0.49 – 1.13</td>
<td>1.23 – 2.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Performance improvement summary of Skyway on Flink: normalized to Flink's built-in serializer.

Figure ??(b) shows Flink’s performance improvement using Skyway. Performance summary is also shown in Table ??.

In Flink, the amount of time in deserialization (8.7%) is much less than that in serialization (23.5% on average). This is because Flink does not deserialize all fields of a row upon receiving it – only those involved in the transformation are deserialized. Despite this lazy mechanism, Skyway could improve Flink’s performance by, on average, 19%, compared to Flink’s built-in serializer. The total number of bytes written by Skyway is also higher than the baseline – on average, Skyway emits 68% more bytes. It is worth noting that Skyway is compared with Flink’s highly optimized built-in serializer; it is statically chosen and optimized specifically for the data types involved in the queries, and has been shown to outperform generic serializers such as Kryo.

6 Related Work

Object Sharing in the OS The idea of sharing memory segments across processes has been studied in the OS design [11, 14, 17, 20, 31]. An object can exist in different address spaces, allowing the system to share memory across simultaneously executing processes. Mach [31] introduces the concept of a memory object mappable by various processes. The idea was later adopted in the Opal [11] and Nemesis [17] operating systems to describe memory segments characterized by fixed virtual offsets. Lindstrom [20] expands these notions to shareable containers that contain code segments and private memory, leveraging a capability model to enforce protection. Although most contemporary OSes allow one process to be associated with a single virtual address space (SVAS), there exist systems that support multiple virtual address spaces (MVAS) abstractions.

The idea of multiple address spaces has mainly been applied to achieve protection in a shared environment [11, 14, 33]. More recently, to support the vast physical memory whose capacity may soon exceed the virtual address space size supported by today’s CPUs, SpaceJMP [14] provides a new operating system design that promotes virtual address spaces to first-class citizens, which enables process threads to attach to, detach from, and switch between multiple virtual address spaces. Although this line of work is not directly related to Skyway, they share a similar goal of achieving memory efficiency when objects are needed by multiple processes. XMem [36] is a JVM-based technique that shares heap space across JVM instances. None of these techniques target object transfer in distributed systems.

Memory Management in Big Data Systems A variety of data computation models and processing systems have been developed in the past decade [4, 8, 10, 12, 13, 18, 27, 29, 34, 37–39, 41]. MapReduce [?] has inspired much research on distributed data-parallel computation, including Hadoop [4], Spark [41], and Dryad [18]. It has been extended [37] with Merge to support joins and adapted [12] to support pipelining. Yu et al. propose a programming model [38] for distributed aggregation for data-parallel systems. A number of high-level declarative languages for data-parallel computation have been proposed, including Sawzall [29], Pig Latin [27], SCOPE [10], Hive [34], and DryadLINQ [39]. These frameworks are all developed in managed languages and perform their computations on top of the managed runtime. Hence, data shuffling in these systems can benefit immediately from Skyway, as demonstrated in our evaluation (§5).

Recently, there has been much interest in optimizing memory management in language runtimes for efficient data processing [9, 15, 16, 22, 23, 25, 26]. These works are largely orthogonal to Skyway, although Skyway also fits in the category of language runtime optimizations. ITask [15] provides a library-based programming model for developing interruptible tasks in data-parallel systems. ITask solves the memory management problem using an orthogonal approach that interrupts tasks and dumps live data to disk. In addition, it is designed specifically for data-parallel programs and does not work for general (managed) systems.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents Skyway, the first JVM-based system that provides efficient data transfer among managed heaps. Our evaluation shows that Skyway outperforms all existing S/D libraries and improves the widely-deployed systems Spark and Flink.
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